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PRODUCTION NOTE§

A chilling vision of the not-so-distant future is presented in Avco
Embassys futuristic action adventure film, "ESCAPE FROM NEW
YORK:' Esteemed writer'director John Carpenter and co'producer
Debra Hill are responsible for our frightening journey into the
terrifoing nightmare world of New York City as it appears in the year
i997. The production marks the 3rd collaboration between the team
of Carpenter and Hill, which began with the most successful
independent film ever made, "Halloweenl' and "The Fogl' Avco
Embassy's haunting ghost story.

An extensive and superlative cast appears in "ESCAPE FROM
NEW YORKI' headed by Kurt Russell. The film also stars Lee Van
Cleel Ernest Borgnine, Donald Pleasence, Isaac Hayes, Season
Hubley, Harry Dean Stanton as Brain, and Adrienne Barbeau as
Maggie. Written by John Carpenter and Nick Castle, it is produced
by Debra Hill and Larry Franco, and directed by Carpenter.

Carpenter and co'screenwriter Nick Castle paint a vivid picture of
Manhatian Island in the year 1997, now a maximum security prison
operated by the newly formed United States Police Force.
Completely walled-in and virtually escape-proofl the city is now a
corrupt and devastated place inhabited by over 3,000,000 gypsy
criminals, crazies, and bums.

Air Force One, enroute to a summit meeting with the President
on board, is sabotaged, crashlanding in New York City. The
President survives, only to be taken prisoner by the King of the
Cypsies, Duke, and his gang of cut'throats, including the unsavory
Brain, and his "main squeezel'Maggie.

The savage inmates make their demands perfectly clear: their
immediate release in exchange for the President's freedom. Bob
Hauk, police commissioner for the United States Police Force, send
master criminal Snake Plissken, to enter Manhattan and rescue the
President within a 24-hour time period. With assistance from such
felonious characters as Cabbie, the Yellow Cab'driving inmate, and
Maureen, the seductively sinister prisoner, Snake strives to save the
President within the terrifyingly short time set by Hauk.

The genesis of "ESCAPE FROIVI NEW YORK" began with
Carpenter's first visit to New York City. "l'd heard all the show biz
cliches about the place: the white lights of Broadway, the city of
cities. In actuality, parts of the city were pretty badl' said Carpenter.
Taking the basic idea of a completely ruined New York, and
expanding it to its limit, Carpenter wrote the first draft for the film in
7974. He then banked the resulting script until early in 1980, when
Avco Embassy gave him the go.ahead for the project. Bringing in
Nick Castle to help re'write and finalize the script in the spring of
1980, the picture finally went into production late that summer. As
he had done on "The Fogl' Carpenter wrote certain characters for
specific actors. Snake Plissken was written with talented actor Kurt
Russell in mind, while veteran Ernest Borgnine had the character
Cabbie written for him. Maggie was written to utilize the talents of the
lovely Adrienne Barbeau, and Maureen was created specifically for a
special appearance by young actress Season Hubley.

The outstanding success of Carpenter and Hill's two previous low-
budget features enabled their independent production company to
proceed with what became a $Z,OOO,OOO picture, by far the team's
highest budgeted film yet. The enormous scope of the movie also
resulted in Carpenter's longest shooting schedule to date, a

demanding, logistically complex, 3 month shoot. Quite a difference
from "Halloweenl' which was shot in just 20 days, and came in
costing under §400,000.

A multi'talented indMdual, Carpenter's versatility shows by just
glimpsing at his credits. ltwas while attending USC's film schoolthat

Carpenter became involved in the film short, "The Resurrection of
Bronco Billyl' which won the Academy Award as Best Live Action
Short Subject of 1970. Itwas also while at USC that Carpenter began
directing what ultimately became the feature film "Dark Starl'which
has since gone on to become a science fiction cult classic.

Next came the suspense film "Assault on Precinct 131' followed a
few years later by the most successful independent film ever made,
"Halloweenl' Writing 'Assault" and co-writing "Halloween" (with
producer Debra Hill) and directing both films, Carpenter also wrote
the original music for them, as he did foT "ESCAPE FROM NEW
YORKI' and edited'Assaultl' Soon after "Halloween" came the box-
office smash, "The Fogl' with Carpenter once again directing, co'
writing and scoring the film.

He also found time to direct two TV movies - "someone is

Watching Mel' a scary teleplay which he also wrote (and where he
met his future wife, Adrienne Barbeau), and the critically acclaimed
ratings blockbuster, "Elvis" (which starred "ESCAPE FROM NEW
YORK" star Kurt Russell). Carpenter also wrote the original
screenplay for "Eyesl' which after extensive rewrites by other
screenwriters became the film "The Eyes of Laura Marsl'

"ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK" is a true "family affair" style
production, reuniting some of the most talented people working in
the film industry today. Carpenter and Hill are veteran co'workers,
having now joined forces on four films. Their initial meeting was on
"Assault on Precinct 131' with Hill then acting as script supervison
They soon began screenwriting together, and that led to the script.
for "Halloweenl' which Hill also produced. They did the same on
"The Fogi' co-writing together, Carpenter directing, Hill producing.
An extremely talented duo, their future plans together include writing
and producing the sequel to "Halloweenl' and directing and
producing the gothic western, "El Diablol'

Director of Cinematography Dean Cundey is also a long'time
member of the Carpenter family, having photographed both
"Halloween" and "The Fogi' In addition, Cundey has over 30 feature
films to his credit, including "Rock and Roll High School" and
"Where the Red Fern Growsl'

Co'producer and first assistant director, Larry Franco, worked with
Carpenter as first assistant director on the TV bio-picture "Elvisl' and
again in the same capacity on "The Fogl' Franco also happens to be
Kurt Russell's brother'in'law, having married Jill Russell 11 years
ago.

Co'screenwriter Nick Castle is a long time friend of Carpenter's,
and portrayed the killer in "Halloweenl' in addition to operating the
"beachball" monster in "Dark Starl' He also handled
cinematography chores on "The Resurrection of Bronco Billyl' and
is a member of Carpenteis rock group, the "Coup De Villesl'

Star Kurt Russell first worked with Carpenter when he played the
lead in "Elvisl' The film also introduced Russell to actress Season
Hubley, who was portraying Priscilla Presley. They fell in love, and
were later married. Hubley makes a special appearance in "ESCAPE

FROM NEW YORK:'
Adrienne Barbeau, the female lead in the film, first met Carpenter

when starring in "someone is Watching Mel'A romance blossomed,
which led to marriage in January, 1979.

Donald Pleasence, portraying the President, appeared as the
psychologist in "Halloweenl' and appeared with "ESCAPE FROM
NEW YORK" co-star Ernest Borgnine in the highly praised TV
movie, "All Quiet on the Western Frontl'

The picture was co-financed by AEPC, lnternational Film
Investors, Inc. and Coldcrest Films Intemational.



ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

Finding locations to simulate a ravaged and devastated New York
city, circa 1997, was no mean feat. Location co-ordinator Barry Ber'
nardi had his hands fullattempting to find suitable stand'ins for such
New York sights as Madison Square Carden, the 5fth St. Bridge, and
the World Trade Center, because the actual locations could not
realistically have been used for the purposes required.

The c§ of St. Louis, Missouri proved to be of invaluable help by
providing some of the needed "doublesl' Because the city s architec'
ture was similar to that of a major east coast city, and was within
close proxim§ to a big, accessible, yet closed bridge (the Chain of
Rbcks Bridge, which doubled for the 59th St. Bridge) and especially
because of the fine co'operation and assistance from the city itself,

St. Louis really fit the bill. lt was the city's old Union Train Station that
stood-in for Madison Square Garden. The downtown section of St.

Louis, once strew with dozens of junked cars and littered with hun'
dreds of pounds of trash, became the city streets of the corrupted
futuristic Manhattan.

Four different locations in Los Angeles alone helped to visualize
the site of the World Trade Center. Location shooting was done in
Atlanta, Georgia, and in the city of New York, too - the most
stunning segment being shot on Liberly Island, at the base of the
Statue Of Liberty.

Responsible for the extraordinary sets and various designs used in
the film was gifted production designer Joe Alves. Alves, whose
previous credits include "Close Encounters of the Third Kindl'
"Jawsl' and "Jaws lll' (he also served as associate producer and 2nd
unit director on "Jaws Il"), had his work cut out for him in creating
the complex yet vital designs needed throughout the film. The de-
mands of the script called for a series of dichotomous sets: the
austere, stark United States Police Force world, with its clean lines,
and colorless backgrounds, versus the inside of Manhattan, and its
medieval, reverted landscape. Each has its own special "lookl' tex-
tured and consistent throughout, which lends a distinctive tone to
the film.

Some designs were decidedly more demanding than others, par-
ticularly the crash site of Air Force One, the central control center for
the United States Police Force (a dazzling display of flashing com-
puters, video monitors, and light-emitting diodes), the exterior por-
tion of the United States Police Force offices (leading to the un-
derground headquarters), and a portion of the very wall that sur-
rounds and contains New York City. This section of the wall plays a
vital role in the end of the film, and it was Alves who designed the 33.
feet'high, 2O0-feet-long monolith, which took over one month to
build. Alves also had a hand in the creation of a small robot used in
one sequence, as well as the design for the Presidential escape pod,
with which the President makes good his safe fallto earth from the
crashing Air Force One.

"ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK" brings to the screen a number of
technical firsts, particularly in the area of cinematography. Director
of Cinematography Dean Cundey utilizes new special lenses called
Ultra Speed Panatars, from Panavision, which are being used for the
first time throughout an entire feature film on "ESCAPE FROM
NEW YORKI' Because of different kinds of glass and better coatings,
these lenses are extremely fast, meaning the film could be shot at
the necessary low light levels, with the resulting footage excep-
tionally sharp.

Another first is the use of a "computerized light modulatorl' inven-
ted and built by Cundey and Joy Brown. Among its many functions

is controlling a number of lights and blinking them on and off, either
in unison or at random rates. But perhaps the most amazing of its
abilities is its "talent" for flickering lights to simulate firelight. ln sim'
ple explanatory layman's terms, an electronic eye photo cell is aimed
at a real fire, and the cell registers back to the light modulator, which
in turn flickers all lights plugged into it, precisely like the firelight
flickers. The end result is a totally realistic and extremely dramatic
lighting effect. And, as Cundey says, "There is simply nothing else

like it around todayl'
While not a first, it is interesting to note that approximately 25% of

the film was shot using Panaglide, a version of the special Academy
Award-winning camera termed the Steadicam. The Panaglide allows
the freedom of movement that comes with using a hand'held
camera, yet is extraordinarily smoother. The resulting coverage
lends an almost dream-like quälity to the film, quite apropos for the
nightmare situation inside New York City,

The special effects people will have their hands in the
proceedings of the film, too. The special effects division at New
World Pictures is responsible for all the visual effects, models, and
miniatures. According to Mary Ann Fisher, who is head of produc'
tion at New World, a number of different optical effects are utilized
throughout the picture. lncluded are matte paintings, glass
paintings, 3-D models, time'lapse photography, and model anima'
tion.

One of the special models built for the film was a 10 foot by 10

foot scale miniature of New York City where Vz" of the model equals
10 feet of Manhattan. The miniature includes the water surrounding
New York, and even the sight of Brooklyn in the distance.

The responsibility for all the "live" special effects in the film, from
explosions to mechanical devices such as the Presidential escape
pod, fell into the very capable hands of special effects pro, Roy Ar'
bogast.

The credit for editing "ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK" goes to
capable Todd Ramsay, who came to the film equipped with an im'
pressive background. Among his editing credits is the science fic-
tion feature film, "Star Trek-The Motion Picturel' He also handled
associate editor duties on the movie, "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Bandl'

Steve Loomis, costume designer for "ESCAPE FROM NEW
YORK| found his work on the film to be one of his most challenging
jobs yet. Wth a long list of noteworthy credits, from the features
"The Fogl' "Valentinel' and "Family Dreaml' to designing clothes for
such rock stars as Elton John, The Jacksons, and Stevie Wonder, he
stillfound his imagination taxed trying to design clothes for a 1997
Manhattan. lt was up to Loomis to design futuristic "trash" clothes
for the inmates inside New York, whose only clothes are the ones left
on their backs, or ones they salvage from the waste of the c§. In
fact, Loomis actually ended up doing some of his costume shop'
ping at ci§ dumps, for a truly "authentic" look.

One of the more difficult aspects of the job was designing the
stars' outfits, which had to be special yet at the same time blend in
and be plausible. The resulting costumes have extraordinary detail
and design, making them decidedly individualistic, yet not too
attention'grabbing. Kurt Russell's outfit was designed to be 1997
camouflage fatigues, meaning instead of blending with tropical
terrain they blend in with a burnt'out, decaying prison/city.

The final look of the film, down to each individual gypsy and
"crary" extra, is proof of Loomis' skill and versatility.
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